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Films

Free Koontz

Michael Richardson Too Cold to Swim
Jeanine Newell
Moosefest
Down River Racing
Timothy Billings
in Maine

Time (mins.secs) Division

Category

Synopsis

15 Amateur

General

4 Amateur
8.33 Amateur

General
General

In early October 2012, our friend Koontz was wrongfully (correctly) accused of
chopping down a tree by officials at the Russell Fork in Elkhorn City, KY and was
banned from the area forever (for one week). This film documents his epic tale of
redemption.
A short film of some Scotland boating in the West Highlands. In some very cold
conditions.
My run at Moosefest 2012 (Bottom Moose) done with a GoPro HD.

6 Amateur

General

Clips of downriver racing in Maine.

3.1 Amateur

General

Caleb Adams in Chile during Christmas break from WVU. Rivers include palguin,
Nevados, Coilaco, Fuy, and Turbio.

Caleb Adams

Chile Kayaking
2012/2013

Matthew Porter

Tallulah (Honest
Version)

5.9 Amateur

General

Long live BDP, although this is a tribute to the calmer side of recreational release
whitewater kayaking in Georgia and this Southeastern classic makes an
appearance as the main character. Honest faces and honest paddling.

Chris Loomis

Cross Strokin'

12 Amateur

General

A video of OC1 carnage - with occassional stompage - on the Green, Tallulah,
Chattooga, and more.

Doc

Two men follow the Green and Colorado Rivers from source to sea. From
Wyoming to Mexico, they paddle and hike 1700 miles. Along the way they find
wilderness, magnificent canyons, and a devastated delta.

Doc

In this episode Currents explores what this river has contributed to the sport of
whitewater paddling. See the history of the Ottawa River through the voices of the
people who helped shape what it is today.

21.15 Acc

General

STARRING: Ameli Lehner, Beni Pfeifer, Jonas Gruenewald, Lars Dippon, Nils
Dippon and Friends. CAMERA: Lars and Nils Dippon, Florian Zaczeck, Ben Reuter
and Jonas Gruenewald.

9.66 Acc

General

Ain't LouieFest is an informal open canoe festival. This video explains what,
where, and why.

General

This summer I was lucky enough to join forces with an awesome crew of guys for a
run down the river of my dreams, the Stikine in far northern BC during low flows
(300 ish cumecs). The river has stolen my imagination for years, let it steal
yours.....a magical place.

Will Staufer-Noris

Remains of a River 47 (24min festival) Acc

Mike McKay

Currents: The
Ottawa River

Nils Dippon

Kayaking
NORmalWAY

Paul Mason

Ain't Louie Fest

Adrian Kiernan

Kayaking the Grand
Canyon of the
Stikine

R. Scott and H.
Hoomans

Habitat

Mike McKay

Currents: The Creek
Race

Katrina Van Wijk

The Creation of
TiTS Deep Chapter ONE

10.5 Acc

9.66 Acc

72 Acc

General

9.33 Acc

General

This documentary take you through 35 years of progression of whitewater rafting in
the Pacific Northwest. From the '70s and '80s when commercial rafting started,
into the gear testing years of the '90s, and into the new era of class V paddlers of
the present.
Creek racing is gaining even more momentum than ever. The source of this
popularity is the paddlers that are organizing, supporting, and spreading word on
these races. While these races continue to get bigger in scale and attention, they
continue to be grassroots at heart. Featuring The Brandset Extreme Downhill, The
Callaghan Race, The Raquette Race and more.

?

Ladies who are charging in Extreme Sports. These chicks are considered Tits
Deep. We are real, powerful, and bring the most substantial amount of style and
ease into everything we do. This is the first chapter of a series of short films with
women in extreme sports.

8.1 ?

Steve Fisher

Congo

Skip Armstrong &
Anson Fogel

The Nomad

Skip Armstrong &
Anson Fogel

The Mother

81 Pro

Doc

They are the world's biggest rapids, thundering down the final pitch of the mighty
Congo. Legendary kayaker Steve Fisher and his elite expedition team battle
seemingly insurmountable obstacles in an attempt to survive the Inga Rapids.
'Congo' chronicles this historic journey.

7.25 Pro

Doc

Why does he wander? What is he seeking? Traveling by foot, skis and kayak, Erik
moves through the world and his life in a way few others do. He is The Nomad.

Doc

Do our mothers still have dreams, hopes and journeys to make? At age 67, Melody
reflects on her life, her hopes, her failures and her dreams while exploring the
magnificent waters and canyons of the Utah desert.

6.25 Pro

Skip Armstrong &
Anson Fogel

The Shapeshifter

6 Pro

Doc

Skip Armstrong &
Anson Fogel

The Warrior

9 Pro

Doc

The supernatural... does it exist? The curious explore unbound by restrictions of
place and mind and perhaps discover things we haven't understood. Legend
whitewater kayaker Ben Marr shreds the upper reaches of Quebec, pushing limits
to new and undiscovered levels.
What are you willing to fight for? Growing up on the North Shore of Oahu, surfing
was Christopher Peterson's life. He fought for his place in the sport, for family, and
for friends. When his grandmother called and asked for help, he left the islands -only to find tragedy. He has not surfed in the ocean for over 6 years. Now he
discovers solace and release surfing the rivers of the American West.

Doc

At 68, Rob Elliot has guided 200+ trips on the Grand Canyon of the Colorado river
in Arizona. How do you want to be remembered, when this life joins the wind?
What did you leave, in these chasms, upon these lives, young & curious? What did
you write? What dust in the rain, sand in the rivers? Those you touched, embraced
and kissed, loved... what echoes there? How will it travel, your wisdom, your story,
your suffering and joy? These walls, silent, deafening, ancient and new. What did
you make them, what did they make of you? A life running, teaching or learning,
what is escape? What did you find? Wind, replenishing rain, sun. Who did these
thorns see? What did these waters wash from you? The stars, in the abyss
beyond, how did they shine, on you? Will you release the storm, the scars, whirling
as they go, yet holding love, life? The luminous child, the harsh knowing of age,
what did you leave behind?

Doc

The Whitewater Grand Prix brings together a group of the worlds best kayakers to
compete on spectacular and challenging whitewater. This is a video highlighting
the women of the WWGP event.

5.75 Pro

Doc

Waterfall kayaking has emerged as a dominant subset of WW paddling - thrilling
audiences and pushing athletes to constantly tempt higher falls. It is constantly
glorified and frequently misunderstood by all but the small group of kayakers who
make waterfalls their life. Evan Garcia explores what it means to kayak off of big
waterfalls - considering both the risks and rewards of a life driven by freefall.

5 Pro

Doc

Having been paralyzed from the waist down in a ski accident, Greg Mallory finds
the new life through WW kayaking.

Doc

A look at Turner Wilson, a Greenland-style sea kayaker, at home in his element,
contemplating the roots of kayaking and how that affected his paddling philosophy.

General

Tangled vines. Endless rain. Dodgy hotel rooms. Mud. Biting flies. Aggressive
virues...Perfection. Is this a vacation? Eric Boomer, Tyler Bradt, Galen
Volckhausen, Tim Kemple, Anson Fogel, Blake Hendrix and Skip Armstrong hunt
the remote Mexican jungle for the perfect waterfall....and the perfect shot. Paddler
and cinematographer alike explore a world beyond the expected. Cascada.

Skip Armstrong &
Anson Fogel

The Elder

Women of the
Erin Galey & Patrick Whitewater Grand
Camblin
Prix

Andy Maser

Huck

Andy Maser

Walk On Water

Justine Curgenven

Skip Armstrong

Turner Wilson

Cascada

5.25 Pro

9 Pro

3.5 Pro

7.66 Pro

Justine Curgenven

Tierra Del
Fuego: Land of Fire

John Grace

The Marshall
Expedition

24 Pro

Doc

John Grace

The Draw Down

29 Pro

doc

The story of Justine Curgenven and Barry Shaw's ambititious and dangerous
attempt to kayak completely around Tierra del Fuego. Documents their 38 days on
the water over two years, braving injury, wind and sea, border crossings, and
strikes to spend long stretches along the mostly uninhabited but wildlife-filled
coastline.
Imagine a time without paved roads, railways, or internal combustion engines. A
time early in our nation’s history when the land was wild and rivers, not interstates
provided the most efficient means of exploration and commerce. Such was the
climate of 1812 when Chief Justice John Marshall led an expedition into America’s
first true frontier, the rugged Appalachians. 200 hundred years later, Andrew Shaw
assembled a team in honor of Marshall’s journey and embarked on an expedition
of their own. Follow along as ‘The Marshall Expedition’ traverses our nation’s
forgotten last frontier.
A river is a magic thing. A magic, moving, living part of the very Earth itself. It flows
through the impossible, never forcing, and at the same time never holding back.
Some are distant images never to be tasted, felt, or heard. Yet others hold a
deeper connection. Places we have spent time, shared struggle, found piece. We
are so connected to some we rearrange our entire lives to be closer to them. The
ebbs and flows of these waters quench our souls in a way few earthly things can.
The Green River is one of these.

doc

Few places in the sport of whitewater kayaking are as iconic as Great Falls of the
Potomac. In 1975, it was here that Tom McEwan and Wick Walker took running
vertical waterfalls and extreme whitewater to a new level; and in doing so, laid the
foundation for a new chapter in the sport. ‘The Fall Line’ visits Tom McEwan for his
account of running the falls for the first time as well as an in depth Great Falls tour
with local Geoff Calhoun. To learn more about this geologic spectacle be sure to
check out ‘The Fall Line’.

Instruct

Written, presented and produced by Bruce Jolliffe and Dougie Shannon the DVD
aims to bring a realistic, no-nonsense introduction to white water safety to you.
Bruce and Dougie took a group of real students to the Spanish Pyrenees with
award winning cameraman Paul Diffley, and recorded the coached demos and live
practise to highlight what you really need to know to get to grips with this material.
The DVD was edited by a television professional with no knowledge of white water
safety to ensure that the examples are as clear and concise as is possible.

Instruct

In ¨This is the Roll¨ world class instructors Cheri Perry and Turner Wilson
demonstrate and teach the 3 most important Greenland style rolls. The standard
roll, the Reverse Sweep and the Storm Roll are a complete package so you can roll
up no matter how you capsize. Clear demonstrations, underwater footage and easyto-follow progressions are filmed in the clear waters of Italy, with the backdrop of
Vancouver Island´s mountains and in Wales and Scotland.

Instruct

R3 is designed to be new and informative River Running Resource site. It hosts
and archives a series of rescue videos designed specifically for paddlers. The
video series have been shot in a variety of exotic locations including Costa Rica,
Canada, Mexico and the USA. The videos are hosted by reknown paddler and
rescue Instructor Jim Coffey (Esprit) and filmed by award winning videographer
Mike McKay (five2nine).

John Grace

Bruce Jolliffe

Justine Curgenven

Mike McKay

The Fall Line
Time

Whitewater Safety

This is the Roll

Rescue for River
Runners: Team
Strategy

51.33 Pro

22 Pro
271.99

95 (25 min festival) Instruct

153 Instruct

5.36 Instruct

General

